ideas for... Fundraising at school
From asking children and staff to wear purple and make a donation to
engaging the whole school community in a full-scale purple pageant or run,
there are loads of ways in which you can get involved. It could be the perfect
excuse to help engage with children’s parents’ and carers to showcase just
how amazing your school is. Whatever you choose to do, you will be helping
to raise vital awareness and having tons of fun in the process

ideas for... Fundraising at work
From asking everyone to wear purple and make a donation, to organising
a raffle with some special purple prizes, or even sponsoring your boss to do
something daring in purple - there’s a whole range of things you and your
colleagues can do to raise money to support and raise vital awareness in the
process.

ideas for... Fundraising in your community
How about hosting a purple party for all your friends, providing plenty of purple
pampering goodies and accessories so that you can have fun styling each
other? Or arrange a get-together with your mates at the local pub or club,
complete with a purple raffle, purple refreshments and a purple dance off. You
could even choose to host a purple themed fancy dress pub crawl or go that
extra mile and host your very own Go Purple Ball. Get your friends to glam
themselves up and have a night to remember. Alternatively, why not host a
purple themed golf event at your local club, sign up for a run, organise a purple
cycle or simply arrange a bucket collection at your local supermarket. The
number of ways in which to get involved are endless and all that matters is that
you do something.

ABOUT US
BulliesOut, founded in 2006 and registered as a charity in 2008, is one of the
UK’s only charities dedicated to bullying. We focus on providing anti-bullying
education, training and support and we do this through workshops, peer
mentor training, e-mentoring, workshops for parents and educators. Our
mission is simple – To support individuals, schools, youth and community
settings affected by bullying.
We believe that learning is the foundation for life and can help raise confidence,
self-esteem and motivate young people to achieve their aspirations and career
choice, however, we recognise that barriers to learning, such as bullying, can
prevent people from recognising and achieving their full potential. We work
tirelessly to change the lives of those affected by bullying and we know we
make a difference. We see it in the way young people engage in our projects
and how they develop confidence and learn new skills.
By engaging and empowering young people, we can encourage them to
develop a positive ethos across a whole school/organisation community,
inspiring them to create an environment that meets the emotional, academic
and social needs of pupils and staff. It is important to create Anti-Bullying
systems that meet students, parents and staff goals for a safe, respectful setting.
Creating an anti-bullying and respectful ethos is a powerful way to Inspire
Change and Make a Difference.
Through equipping young people with the skills to recognise bullying and
to provide peer support within schools and youth setting to those who are
experiencing bullying, our work has a cascade effect, supporting literally
thousands of young people who are facing bullying to immediately and safely,
address threat. Our work also delivers a longer-term benefit through addressing
bullying behaviour at a young age – thereby changing behaviour traits as these
young people progress to adulthood.
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